
 

 

 

 

 

 

From Ms. Jeanette’s Desk: 

To the Students: 
 

It’s hard to believe that the school year has 

passed by so quickly. It seems like yesterday that 

we were welcoming our returning students and 

getting to know the new students that would 

become integral members of our classroom. 

Looking at your wide trusting eyes with hopeful 

anticipation of what you are going to learn always 

brings such enthusiasm.  Then, we fast forward to 

this time and we can’t help but be impressed with 

the progress you have made. You’ve made amazing 

strides that you don’t realize because it happened 

so naturally and at your time. But when the 

teachers show you where you were in September 

to now you can’t help but be proud of yourself. We 

certainly are. You tried so hard and stayed 

focused. You worked until you mastered each step. 

You didn’t give up when things seemed hard. That’s 

why you are where you are now. But maybe more 

importantly you also learned to be part of a 

community, one where we share, help, and 

encourage and where lasting friendships develop. 

Your parents have always been by your side, 

watching you grow and blossom and trusting your 

teachers to give you support along the way. The 

teachers helped by giving you a caring, life-

bringing environment that is your classroom that 

promotes true life-changing development. Your 

teachers taught you school lessons along with life 

lessons and witnessed the beauty and innocence of 

each of you interacting with each 

other, having breakthroughs, no matter how small, 

that most definitely made a difference in your 

life. Through the exhilarating and rewarding roller 

coaster ride of a school year, we have enjoyed 

every moment.      

                                                              

Have a great summer–  
Ms. Jeanette, Director

 

 

Dear Kindergarteners, 
 

Three or more years ago you came to us. Many of 

you were scared. Some of you cried and didn’t 

want to stay. Yet, you stayed. We held your hand 

while you said goodbye to your family and let you 

sit next to us on the circle while you were sad. We 

sang a song, played outside or played a game to 

learn everyone’s name. In our time together, you 

learned what it meant to sit in a circle, walk in a 

line, hold a pencil, use scissors, zip your coat, and 

be part of a community. You learned how to read, 

became mathematicians, scientists, teachers and 

engineers. You learned how to be a friend. You 

played with others, took turns, worked through 

problems, and practiced patience. 

 

You smiled, laughed, and sometimes cried. Not all 

of our days were easy, but most of our days were 

filled with learning, excitement, and happiness. 
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Hugs were plenty and the stories you told… We 

learned so much about each other. 
 

Fast forward and you walk into this world called 

Kindergarten. You are no longer that scared child 

asking to hold our hand. You are now the one 

holding the hand and reassuring the younger ones 

that this is a wonderful place to be. You take 

charge and ownership of your classroom. You show 

what a leader is with your confidence in your 

abilities.  
 

Time has seemed to fly by. Sometimes we wish for 

time to slow down just a bit so we could have a 

little more time together. Yet, we know you are 

ready to go. It would be selfish to wish you could 

stay. Our time together is complete. Before you 

go, please remember that we believe in you and 

know you are prepared and will do great things.  

We know that much of this time together will fade 

from your memories with the passage of time. But 

we hope we have made an impression, an urge to 

want to come back and see each other again as so 

many others have just to say Hi. We can look at 

one another with a smile and remember that Once 

Upon a Time, you were 5, and Once Upon a Time, 

we were your teachers. 

 

You will always be a part of us. We wish you the best in first grade. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

❖ SPRING WEATHER NEWS 

Since spring weather brings lots of sunny 

days, we would like to remind everyone of 

sunscreen. Please make sure to send your 

child to school with sunscreen already 

applied. Thank you in advance for your help. 

 

❖ BEE SEASON 

Please let the office know if  

your child is allergic to bee 

stings. 
 

❖ SUMMER CAMP PROGRAM 

Registration forms are in the office for this 

year’s Summer Camp. We are offering a 5 or 

3 Day Summer Camp Program for children 

18 months to 7 years of age. The program 

will start the week of June 11th and run 

through July 27th. 
 

❖ 2017 – 2018 YEARBOOK 

We are pleased to offer a school Yearbook 

filled with wonderful pictures of your child 

and classmates. This book highlights special 

moments in our year at Bloomfield Maples 

Montessori. Order forms will be going home 

soon. 
 

Spring Is Our Favorite Season –  

Ms. Diane and Ms. Elizabeth 

  

Office Notes 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It’s really hard to accept that we are just weeks 

away from the end of our school year.   Doesn’t it 

seem like yesterday when we all began the 2017 – 

2018 school year with excitement and some 

apprehension.   

The children have matured over the course of the 

year into independent little people enjoying their 

journey into the next stage of their lives.  They 

never cease to amaze us with their little 

comments and ideas. What a fun and productive 

year it has been.   We as adults are role models to 

these precious children. They are watching and 

listening, even when we do not think they are…….. 

Even though we should be enjoying spring by now, 

the warm sunny lunch recesses were few and far 

between during the month of April.  Let us hope 

May brings us the flowers and sunshine we are 

eagerly awaiting.  We are hoping that the children 

do not have to wear snow pants in May. The few 

warmer days we got, we extended our learning to 

outdoors.   We had fun splitting into two teams 

and playing soccer and we did some running races.  

The kids loved it.  After all the exercising we had 

snack outdoors.  We looked around for signs of 

spring, discussed the buds on the trees with 

leaves waiting to burst out and the Robins hopping 

around.   The children were excited to see the 

flower bulbs starting to pop out of the ground.   

Planting our hyacinth bulbs in the garden was 

another outdoor project that brought a lot of joy 

to the class.   

We talked about Earth Day and discussed all the 

items that get thrown into the trash and how we 

can recycle certain things to help save the Earth 

for our children’s future. Please talk to your 

children about how you help to save the earth at 

home.   

In Math the children are continuing to work on 

measuring, clocks and money as well as progressing  

 

at their own pace on the math shelf works.  We 

have been practicing skip counting in multiples of  

2’s 5’s and 10’s.  This is a fun thing to do when you 

are travelling in a car or sat in a waiting room.   

In Language the children who are reading continue 

to progress in their reading material and the 

younger children continue to practice their 

beginning, ending and middle sounds in readiness 

for reading.   Reading is a process that cannot be 

rushed, the child progresses at his or her own 

pace.   Whilst some children progress rapidly in 

reading another child of similar age may be 

progressing in another area of development. Please 

read on a daily basis with your child.  The more 

exposure they get to words, the easier it becomes 

for them to relate to sounds 

becoming words.   

During the summer find a suitable 

time in the day when the whole 

family takes out a book to read.  

This encourages the love of reading 

and models a behavior that will help your child.  

With children using electronics more and more, it 

is important that coloring, pencil and paper are 

made available for children to use.  A craft area 

set up for them at home is a nice idea, where they 

can draw, color, paint, cut and write whenever 

they want.  It is essential that children practice 

their pencil skills in readiness for writing. 

In Practical Life more waterworks have been 

introduced, baby doll washing and fingernail 

brushing.  These works will be moved outdoors as 

the weather improves together with other works 

that can be messier such as shaving foam. 

In Sensorial, extensions are being introduced 

which means 2 or more materials being used 

together on a rug to produce a new work.  The 

children really have fun with this.  In Science we 

have been studying the life cycle of various 
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animals and are fortunate enough to be able to 

observe the life cycle of butterflies in our 

classroom.    We look forward to a beautiful sunny 

day when we can release them.   

In Geography we continue with the maps of the 

continents and will study Europe in a little more 

detail.  Dolls in various national costumes will be 

introduced. Landforms will also be introduced. 

The children sang so beautifully at the Spring 

Concert.  They worked so hard practicing all the 

words of the songs.   It was a great evening.  

Congratulations to the Graduates of Pre-K 1 - 

Leandro, Evelyn, Manny, Mia, Maya and Anisha.   

Writing this Newsletter is always very emotional, 

as we have spent so much time with these precious 

children during their Montessori journey.    Some 

children will be returning in the fall to continue 

the Montessori journey, and some children will 

move on to other schools.   Kindergartners will be 

graduating to the next stage in their lives.   We 

wish every one of them all the best and a 

wonderful Summer break.   

We look forward to seeing some of the children in 

Summer Camp.  

Spring’s Greatest Joy Beyond a Doubt is When 
it Brings the Children Out - 

Ms. Cheryl, Ms. Meg, Ms. Kelly  

and Ms. Gloria
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Velveteen Rabbit 

The trip to the Marquis Theater is 

always one of our favorite events.   

The children were in awe of the live 

performance of The Velveteen Rabbit 

and were totally engaged.  It is at this 

event they show how much they have 

matured during the course of the year 

by their responsible behavior and 

listening skills.  Reading the book to 

the children beforehand brought a lot 

of enjoyment to everyone.  This helps 

the children understand the 

performance. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Has Spring finally sprung or does it continue to be a rollercoaster of weather. The children have been cooped 

up inside for too long and need to breathe in some fresh air and run to work those lungs that keep picking up 

those indoor germs from each other. Hopefully our wishes are granted. We will be working hard all the way 

to June. At that point we will be saying goodbye to our kindergarteners. This is always a time of mixed 

emotions. We know they are prepared for the next level but we will miss their smiling faces that we have 

enjoyed so much for the past three years. We wish you the best. 

 

In Practical Life and Sensorial we are trying to 

coordinate our activities to coincide with subjects 

discussed in other areas. We are planting so we 

are digging in practical life. We are sorting flower 

seeds. We are hammering and sawing to build. We 

are painting to show the color from light to dark 

and the rainbow. In Sensorial we are making 

extensions using the classic sensorial materials. 

The children are able to explore ways to use 

different materials to coordinate length, girth and 

height into new and creative ways. 

In Math we will be practicing clocks along with 

expanding our knowledge of math operations. Lots 

of practice is always necessary to have true 

understanding of concepts. We are playing math 

games to encourage retention of number values 

and playing banker to give proper values and 

making change. 

In Language we are practicing our Addresses and 

birth dates. Many of the younger children need to 

learn to say them while the older students should 

write them. We also are encouraging the children 

to practice oral reading by reading to the class. 

Your child should prepare by practicing a fairly 

short book that he or she can read well and then 

bring it in to read to the class. We continue to 

practice reading and comprehension. Our reading 

group has become very extensive. 

In Writing the students have a word box that 

they can pull out a single word and either practice 

writing or create a sentence with it. We also are 

encouraging children to check their own writing to 

see which letters and numbers could be written 

better or are reversed. The older students are 

learning what makes a good story. They have 

learned about settings, characters, problems, 

solutions and outcomes. They then will be asked to 

create their own stories both in a collaborative 

group and then on their own. 

In Science and Geography we continue to take 

care of our plants. We have butterfly larvae in the 

classroom that we are following the life cycle 

from larvae to butterfly. We also are incubating 

chicken eggs while we watch the process to 

hatching and learn to care for the chickens. In 

Geography we will finish our study of Africa and 

focus on the United States and finally Michigan. 

Thank you: 

• We would like to thank our students for a 

wonderful spring concert. As always it is 

such a fun event and you make us feel so 

blessed with your efforts. 

• We would like to thank Ms. Pollack, 

Reagan’s mom for being our library helper 

this year. 
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• We would like to thank all our parents for 

putting their trust in us to care for their 

precious children. 

• We would like to thank our 

Kindergarteners, Jonan, Mikey and Skyler 

for a wonderful last 3 years. We wish you 

all the best in first grade. 

Enjoy a perfect summer…Ms. Jeanette, 

Ms. Beth, Ms. Julia and Ms. Sue

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check out our website! 
Go to our website at 

www.bloomfieldmaplesmontessori.com and read 

the bi-monthly newsletter, check-out upcoming 

events, learn what is new in the school, etc... 

Stay connected! 

 

  

We have had a wonderful year with all of our morning day care 

friends!  It is our hope that winter will eventually end, and warmer 

weather is on the horizon.  Once this happens, we will come out of hibernation and start enjoying time 

on the playground in the mornings.  The children love to play outside.  Weather permitting; we will be 

going outside around 8:15 a.m.  Once the weather warms up, please send a sweater or a light jacket for 

your child as the mornings will be chillier than the afternoons. 

As the school year comes to an end, we are sad to say goodbye to our graduating kindergartners – we 

will miss them, but wish them well in their new school.  We hope that everyone has a fantastic summer, 

and look forward to seeing our returning early risers in the fall and hearing all about their summer 

adventures.   

Happy Spring – Ms. Sana and Ms. Beth 

AM Daycare 



 

 

 

 

Finally! Spring is here and we look forward to watching how nature comes back to life. The arrival of spring is 

also a gentle reminder that we are in the final stretch of our school year. With just a few more weeks left to 

go, Pre-K 3 students are working as diligently as ever, fine-tuning skills they have learned so far. Here is a 

scoop of what we’ve been up to lately: 

 

Practical Life: We have started a Sewing Unit. 

After learning how to carefully handle and thread 

a needle, we will experiment with a Running Stitch 

and a Cross Stitch. Meanwhile, foam buttons are 

waiting to be sewed onto pieces of felt. Parents, 

prepare to be amazed at your child’s ability to 

concentrate and demonstrate their fine motor 

skills. 

Sensorial: Students are now exploring the many 

possibilities of Montessori materials extensions. 

The Pink Tower, the Brown Stairs, the Red Rods 

and Knobless Cylinders - fundamental sensorial 

materials in every Montessori classroom –  on its 

own, can be mastered by a child very shortly after 

initial presentation. Now, however, we are 

combining these materials to give children an 

opportunity to practice their ability to grade and 

discriminate by width, length and size. When 

working with Sensorial extensions not only do 

students use their imagination to create 

interesting patterns, they often work in small 

groups and learn to collaborate.  

Mathematics: The youngest students are working 

on number recognition past 10 and proper number 

formation using Montessori sandpaper numbers 

and chalk boards. Our 3-year-olds are also 

mastering their 1-to-1 correspondence by counting 

everything that’s in their path – chairs, pencils, 

raisins, etc. Please continue this practice at home 

and help your child skillfully count the actual 

number of objects. Our older students are 

perfecting their number writing. Daily practice is 

very important, therefore please encourage your 

child to do so and – more importantly - praise their 

efforts. If you are concerned about your child’s 

number or letter reversing, please know that so 

called “mirror writing” is developmentally 

appropriate and will self-correct with practice. 

Kindergartners are busy using the Montessori 

Stamp Game to understand and conduct 

multiplication and division of numbers. 

Language: Our Language area is always busy. 

Kindergarteners are making great strides in their 

daily sentence writing practice. Pre-K3 students 

take great pride in their letter writing attempts. 

While our youngest children use Montessori 

sandpaper letters to perfect formation of letters, 

students with confident pencil grip and strong 

fine-motor skills are now writing on paper. Once 

again, please encourage and recognize the effort 

your child is making. Along with writing practice, 

reading abilities are growing.  Our group of very 

young readers is steadily expanding. Please take 

time to visit your local library and let your child 

make book choices. Reading stimulates brain 

development, helps children understand the 

meaning of words and builds key literacy and social 

skills. Beyond all that, though, a few minutes with 

a book could become a much needed quality time 

for you and your child after a long day at work and 

school.  Read with and to your child(ren) as often 

as you can! 

Geography and Science: Spring has sprung! There 

is so much to learn about all the fascinating 

aspects of life on our planet Earth during 

springtime. Germination, Parts of a Flower, 

Insects, Amphibians, Mammals – so many subjects 

that children love to learn about. We will also talk 

about Water Cycle, discover different types of 

clouds, and study how a rainbow is created. In 

Geography, we will learn about the continent of 
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North America and its countries. We’ll finish off 

the school year learning about Michigan. 

Classroom Notes:  

• Our Spring Concert was a great success! 

We hope you enjoyed seeing your 

children’s performance as much as they 

enjoyed preparing it for you. A big 

“THANK YOU” to Ms. Karen and Ms. Melba 

for their enthusiasm, talent and hard 

work. 
 

• We are bidding the warmest farewell to 

our Kindergartners! Aoi, Natalie and 

Smaya - you are leaving very well prepared 

for the next chapter of your life – the 

first grade! We all wish you the best 

experiences in your new schools and will 

miss having you in our class next year. 
 

• With the change of a season, please check 

and update your child’s Extra Clothing bin 

located at the bottom of his/her cubby.  
 

• Arjun, Aoi, Cameron, Dev, Natalie, Smaya 

and Sophia S.  – Thank you for creating 

beautiful posters and for telling us about 

some of the world’s most famous 

Peacemakers. Your contribution made our 

Peace Week extra special. Thank you. 

 Happy Summer Vacation – Ms. Monika, 

Ms. Sheila and Ms. Maysoon 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TODDLER CLASS 
Ms. Heidi, Directress 

PM Daycare 
We have enjoyed all the children this year in After School Care!  The nice weather 

has permitted us to spend more time outdoors enjoying activities, playing games 

and nature walks on the playground. 

After snack the boys and girls enjoy playing with puzzles, woodblocks, Legos and 

Hexabits. We have story time and sometimes we act out the characters.  We love 

creating fun crafts and our tradition of Friday movie and popcorn. 

A Kind Work is Like a Spring Day - 

Ms. Jessie, Ms. SeYoung, Ms. Jean and Ms. Sandra 

 



 

 

 

 

 

It has been so exciting getting outside again! 

Speaking of excitement, we have been talking 

about feelings- happy, sad, silly, scared, surprised, 

proud, and angry.  Encouraging children to learn 

and identify feelings helps them accept their 

feelings and the feelings of others as a part of 

life.  Expressing these feelings in a healthy way 

can be a challenge for toddlers but once they are 

aware and can identify their feelings they will 

push less, grab from another child less, yell and 

cry less during moments of frustration.  

These last months of the school year we will 

continue to work on opposites and rhyming in 

language.  In math we will be developing one to one 

correspondence and learning numerals 1-12.  For 

some of our older toddlers that have been 

practicing a great deal of fine motor activities, we 

will be doing some simple writing practice.  You 

may have seen some of their writing books come 

home in the backpack already.  For those 

beginners, we will practice some writing skills on 

the easel or sensorially with the rice tray.  In art 

we are wrapping up our unit in color mixing, taking 

two primary colors to make a secondary color.  For 

science, the life cycle of the butterfly is on the 

shelf displaying the four stages of development.  

We are observing live in our classroom the cycle 

of the butterfly and are currently in the 

caterpillar stage.  We are reading “The Very 

Hungry Caterpillar” by Eric Carle, to round out the 

lesson.  The toddlers enthusiastically watch the  

growing and changing of the 

tiny caterpillars to beautiful 

butterflies, which we will release, together on the 

playground when the cycle is complete. 

In preparation for our last field trip to Hess 

Hathaway farm on May 18th, we will be reviewing 

farm animals, listening to books, and singing songs 

about farm animals. 

Our staff is grateful for having the opportunity to 

be a part of your toddler’s growth.  What a 

privilege it has been to have some of your children 

for 2 years!  It has been a pleasure getting to 

know our toddlers parents and have generously 

felt like part of your parenting team.  Thank you 

for all your support.  

A very special toddler thanks to Mrs. Bakkal who 

provided us with a variety of library books so we 

all could have a little something special to read 

before naptime. Thank you so much for your time 

& thoughtfulness & dedication.  Mrs. Bakkal has 

been the toddler library parent for all three of 

her four children that attended the toddler room. 

We are grateful ☺ 

Thank you to all of our friends who brought in 

snacks this year. We appreciate the time you took 

to select and prepare such healthy snacks for our 

classroom.  We pride ourselves on providing 

nutritious snacks for our young developing 

toddlers, and it is you who makes this possible.

Wishing You the Best Summer Imaginable - 

Ms. Heidi, Ms. Sana and Ms. Debbie 
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One of the beautiful aspects of the Montessori 

Sensorial materials are extensions.  With 

those, children can put into practice their 

ability to grade and discriminate materials by 

width, length and size. Children master the 

Pink Tower, the Brown Stairs, the Red Rods 

and the Knobless cylinders very shortly after 

initial demonstration.  Sensorial extensions 

provide multiple opportunities to revisit these 

materials over and over again by using more 

than one ‘work’ on their rug at a time.  

In the picture you will see that they used the 

Knobless cylinder boxes and created a flower 

shape using different colors and sizes. Children 

create interesting patterns, stretch their 

imagination and usually work in a small group 

of peers which is a wonderful way to practice 

sharing and collaboration.   

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are basically two objectives in presenting geography to the three to seven year old child.  

The first is to help her develop a clearer sense of spatial orientation through enriched and 

intensive interaction and experience.  The second is to encourage her to become aware of and 

accept other cultures through related experiences in cultural studies. 

Geography is introduced to the young child as a source of initial impressions, intended to stimulate 

interest that will blossom in the later elementary years.  No child is too young for a lesson that 

interests her, for we never know what she may take away.  There is always a level at which even 

the youngest child in the class can work with the materials in preparation for deeper investigation.  

At first, most of the geography materials are presented at a level of sensorial manipulation.  One 

sample would be the puzzle maps which the youngest child uses initially as a sensorimotor puzzle 

task and only later comes to see as a simple set of maps. 

Geography is important both as a necessary conceptual framework for spatial orientation and as a 

bridge to the development of the child’s understanding and appreciation of the story of man and 

nature.  As in other areas of the Montessori curriculum, we first give the child the big picture then 

move gradually to the details: names of the countries, rivers, and mountains, and a grasp of the 

cultures of other lands.  The framework is always man’s relationship to the earth:  how he meets 

his basic needs (shelter, food, clothing, transportation, defense, ornamentation, self-expression) 

under varying geographic conditions. 



 

 

       Recent events sponsored by the PTO: 

Pancake Breakfast 

 

 

In-House Visitor 

 

February 14th Many thanks to all the volunteers who helped us flip, stack and serve pancakes to 
the students.  In conjunction with our pancake breakfast, our parents brought in over 305 lbs. 
in personal care items that were donated to “Open Door Outreach Center, Inc” in Waterford. 

March 1st – Super Science Day: 10 science activity stations were provided by Ann Arbor Hands-

On Museum for Pre-school and Kindergarten students.  Thank you to all the parent volunteers 

who manned these stations.  The students had a great morning! 

       Future events sponsored by the PTO: 

 
Year End Picnic 

 (Rain or Shine) 

Thursday June 7th - Heritage Park in Farmington Hills:  Let’s end the school year and 

kick off the summer with a great outdoor picnic with all our families and friends of 

BMMC. Information to come home soon.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

2017-2018Yearbooks will go on sale soon!  Buy one for all of the memories of a terrific year! Also, thank 

you to Mrs. Jamil for all the time she has spent putting together this year’s yearbook. 
 
 

If you have any suggestions or comments, please contact the school office or a PTO Board Member. 

PTO Board Members for this school year: 
 

Mrs. Monika Mittal – PTO President          Mrs. Gintare Cekeskaite – Treasurer 
 

Mrs. Ronda Jamil - Yearbook   Mrs. Katarina Gasevski - Box Tops for Education 

Box Tops 4 Education  

We successfully collected box tops, totaling a great value of $139.10.  

Keep up the good work and keep sending them in.   

 

Critics Rave . . . Spring Concert was a big hit! 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Congratulations to our graduates and thank you PTO for the special treat bags for our BMMC performers! 

On behalf of BMMC-PTO MANY THANKS to all the parents who signed up to help this year. 

We real appreciate your valuable input, time and help. 


